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uhlicnu member said
"Well, to tell you the truth. I'll In
.
mined if know."
NEW COAL OIL BILL
WOULD PROVIDE FUNDS.
Representative Clancy sprung a new
land unheard of coal oil bill idea on the
Louse today when he introduced a,
r.ieasui'e which would pay the Inspec-.tor $2."(M a year with not to exceed
ISMin contingent expenses, his deputies
i$'i20t) a year with not to exceed $200
fund. Otherwise
a year contingent,
the bill would tax all oil inspected one
cut a gallon, as under the old law.:
:

)

MA. W.

H H.LLEWELLYN

1

WROTE BOGOS TELEGRAM
FROM "CONSTITUENTS"
SUCH

IS INFORMATION

UNION.

READING OF

RECEIVED

COMMUNICATION

TOMORROW AT LLEWELLYN'S

SENSATION

FROM

PRESIDENT
IN

VAIL

OF

'real
brought, forth at the:
iiecently half begun investigation, this;
would yield the state a revenue of,
somewhat between ?1".0"il and $15.-- j
(idO clear mo,ney and at Ihe same time
riovide for an inspection that, would
The standard of oil
Le an Inspection.
permitted to he sold in the Btate, is.
likewise provided for under the pro-Visions of the Clancy bill.
oil figures

HOUSE POSTPONED

UNTIL

NO. 17

pfm uiirnTi
TO USE

j

OVER

THIS STARTLING DISCLOSURE

READY

HI AILED

FIST

TO PA CIFY MEXICO
EIGHT DAYS

WESTERN

REQUEST

AT CAPITOL

J, iSiJ.

PROVISIONAL

OF CONFERENCE

PRESIDENT

PREPARES

TO CARRY OUT THE FIRM AND ENERGETIC MIllTftRY RULE PROMISED.
CAPITAL

STItl

CUT OFF BY RAIL FROM U. S.

REPORT OF FIGHT BETWEEN
U. S. TROOPS AND MEXICANS

62D CONGRESS
ABOUT TO DIE

The ed tire on them. My men retreated
Mexico City, Mex. March
n short distance and returned the lire
The BOGUS TELEGRAM mystery is E. K. McClintock,
rule
prom-and
firm
energetic
military
Denver, Colo.
as the negroes 'lred. My troops
row unveiled!
ps
ised by the now Mexican government 'id long
sent Dear Sir:
not lire first."
to information
According
3.
D.
With
March
President
Provisional
Huertu,
C.
under
Washington,
"Wish to know if I have your ap- 2,000 SHOTS FIRED.
Speaker Baca by President Theodore
hours to live, the sixty- less than
will he inaugurated this1
probably
Newson Vail of the Western Union proval of something I have dune and
More
than
2,000 shots were fired by
ensecond congress today found itself
Huerta has had eight days of 'be American troopers and it ia estiTelegraph company, Major William which owing to the nature of the case
re- - week.
in
of
conference
maze
a
tangled
auvarious
rebel;
conference with the
did not wish to wire you about as
Henry Harrison Llewellyn is the
many were fired
ports on many of the big supply bills, chiefs or with the commission sent by; mated that fully asNone
thor of this message "from constitu- the party concerned was well known
of the Amerithe
Mexicans,
by
(lismust
be
which
finally
ordinarily
ents" written to himself, The com (at least he Bald he was) along the
Hiem. The government, is now dis-- i cans were hit. Neither side crosse.i
noon.
tomorrow
of
before
posed
inunication was to have been read by line.
posed to consider as irr"couciliable" all the international border.
The prospect is that both house and those
rebels who continue to delay Col.
the speaker to the house this after
Mr. W. H. H. Llewellyn, who claims
senate will be in continual session definite recognition of the new order
Gullfoyle, commanding the
roon, but Major Llewellyn himself that for some time he has been the
Ninth Cavalry, has sent a detailed rountil the moment the Inaugural cere-- ;
4l,ncra
arose and, making a point of personal Western Union attorney lu New Mexmonies begin. The battleship fight, ' The program of pacification will, it tort of the skirmish to he war depar-i- ,
'
MAJOR W. H. H. LLEWELLYN
privilege, asked that Its reading be ico, has been filing messages here
W ashington
He said today
with the house holding out for one
ft llot
expected, be put to some severs'''
postponed until tomorrow.
wrote the Famous Bogus Telegram Purporting to Come From His
regularly and I have been trying to!who
any further
and the senate insisting on two, tests.
anticipate
Zapa-S1'of
ship
of
adherents
band
A
Accord
Fall.
U.
S.
authoritc
for
Senator
Vote
Him
the
accommodation
posMexican
has
The New
show him every
"r.nnstituents" and Urging
As a precaution however,
to be the key log in the jam. ta fired on a federal troop train run-appears
Westcf
the
Vail
to
zation of Speaker Baca
print thel8ji)e
ing to Information Sent Speaker Baca by President
bovlx patrol of the Ninth
lp
Doth sides are insistent.
ning from the capital to
last about
On January twenty-thirern Union Telegraph Co.
tollowing copy of the communication
was increased
this morn ng.
in conference today
uii-measures
Other
were
soldiers
Cavalry
and
sixty
yesterdav,
from Mr. Vail, and his enclosures 12:30 noon
had stopped out of the
was
the line
quiet
serialong
were
not
niucn
uy
of
embarrassed
Similar bands
led or wounded.
has bee.i office for a few minutes leaving one
One sentence, however,
s
tpdil'- ous differences, and while the
Zapatisis continue committing raids
omitted from the letter of the tele- of the messenger boys to take care
the senate In the federal district itself and in the; Ceneral Ojeda, Mexican command
were negotiating,
graph operator. Miss Dent, and this of things as 1 only intended to be
were
house
and
practically
marking state of Morelos, indicating that er at Agua Prleta, today declared that
most
sensational
sentence which is
On my return
away ten minutes.
time.
some mountaineer rebels to the south the American troopers fired first. This
v ill be printed tomorrow as soon as was met by Mr. Llewellyn at the
Another effort to reach a compro- of Ihe capital are determined to keepjia denied by U. S. army officers. Lieut-uSpeaker Baca reads the entire letter door who said he had been in the ofmise on the battleship
program retheir guerilla warfare, despite the Nicholson, In command of the guanJ
t the legislators.
fice to write out a message and showin failure and the house and negotiations between the government n'.ount of fifteen men which first en
sulted
some
senda
made
on
ed me a message written
In view of the statement
and CaptaU
gaged the Mexicans,
senate conferees broke up with a com- and the brothers Zapata.
time ago by Major Llewellyn that he ing night letter blank.
questioned
ex Armstrong, who commanded Troops
federal
While
the
government
disagreement.
plete
would give a hundred dollars if the the boys closely on leaving him and
The agricultural appropriation bill, presses itself as sanguine of the con b and F, when they came to the relief
New Mexican would print his name in learned that he had a receiving blank,
as agreed to in the conference com- ditlon in the northern states, harmony! of the guard mount, declared today
connection with an "improper tele and had thrown the pieces of copy in
mittee was finally accepted by the between the various bands of rebels that a volley came from the Mexicaa
gram," great astonishment is mani- the wastebasket. My curiosity was
senate.
It contained the congression- In that region, was developed on the; side before the fire was resumed by
tothis
the
fested throughout
capital
aroused so I pieced the pieces
seed
free
appropriation which the arrival of representatives of Orozco.tne Americans.
jal
made
by gether and made out the following
tifternoon at the revelations
WITH THE STUDENTS AS HE MEASURE ON WHICH HANGS HOPE senate had cut out, but which
SINGS
the and other chiefs.
According to accounts given by tbfl
President Vail.
message:
house insisted upon retaining.
Today and tomorrow are to he de rrmy officers, Lieul. Nicholson and his
Major Llewellyn has been posing for
FOR WASHFrom Las Cruces, N. M., Jan. 23.
LEAVES PRINCTON
OF COUNTY OFFICIALS CAN NOT
between these fifteen men were fired upon without
Senators Perkins, Penrose and Till- - voted to conferences
the past few weeks as an "apostle of To Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, Santa
n:an and Representative Foss insisted rebel representatives and the minis- - warning by seventy live Mexican fede- halo
now
FIGURE
CENTRAL
TO
BE
but
the
INGTON
political purity,"
MUSTER VOTES ENOUGH TO PASS
Fe, N. M.
The
The guard mount returned thti
o:i adhering to the two battleship plan ters of war and interior.
has been extinguished
suddenly and
We request you to vote and work
the fire, hut In a few minutes retreated
and
the
between
reads
while
capital
senate
TO MORROW
cf
CEREMONY
the
IN
Representatives
TODAY
OVER
VETO
IT
violently!
for the election of Fall. We want
north are still interrupted. There has to the A. & C. smelter, sending to tin
Padgett and Gregg would not yield 'been
New Mexico will stand aghast at him sure.
"decision
practically no mail from the camp of the Ninth for reinforcements,
of
one
the
f:om
the
ship
this exposure of a man who has held
JOSE GONZALES,
I nited States for fifteen days, except
house.
Troopg B an(i F umUr Captain Ann- the confidence of his constituents so
There were eight 'more signatures BRILLIANT THRONG
to Ven.slrongi responded
by steamer
sen-- j that brought
CAUCUS
IN
SENATE
to
the.
with a machine
Warren's
Senator
report
long. It is rumored that the major to the mpRaaee.
I immediately
call
t
.
r y. and 120 rounds' of ammunition per
p.le that it had been found impossible K'vuz.
will attempt some explanation' which ed Mr.'
v
"on the
phone
up
Llewellyn
IN
FIGHT.
FOUR KILLED
to agree with the house on the legis- ,man. At sight of theeinforcement.,
will not be ripe until tomorrow morn- and demanded
GATHERS AT CAPITAL
the message. t He;
ON LIBRARY BILL l;;tive,
executive and judicial appro-- '
Douglas, Ariz., March .1. Four dead the Mexicans again began firing. Tho
ing.
came
when
to
he
it
return
e
An explanation is certainly neces- promised
p.iation bills, and that reports of the Mexican soldiers and an unknown troopers replied vigorously and a
this way. He was at the Palace hotel
number of wounded were taken tajeral engagement was soon on. The
on
conference
that
sary. At any rate tha New Mexican and I know that he would pass the
preferred
X X X S"
X X X X X
X
Once again the salaries bill olhcial-l- the bill bhould fail rather than to Agua Prieta today from the point onjopposlng forces were stationed in
claims the hundred dollars reward.
X
plaza on his way to the capitol. He; FAIR WEATHER FOR
The documents follow:
known as senate bill No 101. on Meld further to the. senate. The chief the international border five miles skirmish line, 300 yards apart, with
did not return the message and when
WILSON'S INAUGURATION. X
nere wnere i wo iroops oi uie the international line between them.
TELE- I learned he was at the
UNION
THE WESTERN
which
3.
X
hangs the hope of t!ij county difference between the two houses Urom
capitol I sent
March
D.
Washington,
C,
Ninth Vatei Stales Cavalry fought a After thirty minutes, the Mexicans
GRAPH COMPANY.
to him for the message. He answer- - v "Fair Tuesday morning, probably X officials, has been postponed in the exists over the resolution of the house
beyond the range of the troop
for abolishment of certain United thirty minute battle with Mexican
ed .saying he would bring it. I asked
followed by unsettled weather X house.
rifles.
ers'
yesterday.
regulars
.
offices
Kiates
"Tbeo. N. Vail,
west.
in
rethe
assay
him to give it to the boy but he
X Tuesday afternoon or
night; X
w asiungLon, u.
.i. ai- :uiuiu
An incident whinti nreeertert
thb
An agreement to vote at 8 p. m. up
"President.
Despite tne enorts ot uiu ouruu
of X winds becoming variable
.... . i w
. .. .
.
,
Tues- - X
fused. I called Captain Fornoff
n en. v oou,
r
oi
uu.ei
votes
to
muster
to!on
leaders
enough
uiougn
skirmish and which if believed by
major
as
the
gen
X
appointment
brigadier
was
the
official
the Mounted Police and asked him tO
weather
day"
105 Broadway,
nothing doing Uiis erais of Coioney Carroll A. Devol of the army, called on the command Bonle obBPrver8 to ,lave some conneo.
the message for me telling himjvreau forecast for inauguration X pass it, there was.
afternoon and when the Old Guar. .lames Parker and Hunter Liggett ing officer at Douglas. Arizona, for aj,ion with itj wa9
"New York, Feb. 24, 1913.
ie arrest by th,
of
X
was
State
the
Issued
for
the
interest
it
day
early today.
action was po
and the appointment of Major Reedi- full report on the alleged killing of;xinth Cavalrv border patrol Saturdav
X X X X X X X X X X X leaders realized it,
and my own interest that I get the
witn
in
a
border
Mexicans
four
fight
ariernoon oi Juan Castillo as ne wa3
""Hon. Roman L. Baca,
poned, the vote thereon being j0 er B. Ray, as lieutenant colonel, was
message before it was read in the
reached in executive session of the Ninth Cavalry troopers, nothing ha3 trying to cross from the American
liay'S.
Speaker, House of Representatives House of Representatives. Mr, Fornll C Mspr.h'9 Tin nrlo a5'eS.
The motion to postpone action on senate. The fight against the army of- been heard of the affair early today side to Agua Prieta with messages
Santa Fe, New Mexico. off went to Mr. Llewellyn and got the were playing, soldiers were marcniug
the bill until tomorrow was made by ficers acted as a blockade to all other Army officers reiterated their convio from E. Calles, leader of the Malerls-t- a
Dear Sir:
and
in
now
is
It
hands
from
and
my
thousands
trains
message.
incoming
tion that if the American
trooper;
I have to acknowledge
junta In Douglas, to Calles' follow-er- s
your letter the Governor of the State got wind of of visitors in holiday array were pa- Major Llewellyn after himself, Mr. legislation until the senate decided to fired on Mexican soldiers, it was in
In Sonora.
reof February 12th, enclosing copy of the case and now requests me to give rading the streets today under a bril- Toombs, H. O. Bursum and others h ut lay it aside and let conference
after an attack had been The
resolution passed by the House of full details, which I have refused to liant sun and cloudless sky, awaiting moved swiftly here and there about ports and other routine business come j defense,
messages were addressed to
made on them.
the commander of the Maderista force
Representatives relating to a message do saying as there was no harm done the arrival of Woodrow Wilson, who the house, talking with various mem in.
1
3.
"All
March
Douglas, Ariz.,
The postoffice
which is said to have been written by things could drop.
appropriation bllt
is to become president of the United bers.
to say is that my report went to which disarmed the federal garrison
Just before the house met, it was iwas finally disposed of when the have
last week, and demanded
a member of your body, addressed to
States tomorrow.
this morning and substan- at Fronteras
Washington
house
the
senate amendment
adopted
the Immediate release of two Maderiswhispered around that Tucker and
himself and bearing upon the election
tlio io r rxr nil f n
lumvv
with
Colonel
said
(Now comes the most startling senagrees
yours,"
tially
were not to be for a five per cent a year increase in
oveta officers held captive by the reguof U. S. Senator Fall.
Guilfoil today, to The Associated
tence in Miss Dent's letter a sen- roads converging into the capitol, found. Democrats,
lars. Castillo Is still detained by the
have
1 find among the papers that
Thereupon, hope surged high, he allowance to all railroads carry Press.
which the New Mexican will that many trains were late, delaying
tence
, unwaime
u me grea"
BUI JUSI conspicuously present uuu
hoen received bearing on this matter
Seen today at Agua Priela, Genera' authorities and the messages are ii
rint tomorrow as soon as Speaker the arrival of thousands of visitors
bulk of traffic added bv parcels post,
'
voted on the roll call.
a letter from our manager at Santa Baca
they
in
the
and
pacommander of the Mexican fed- - the hands of Colonel Gilfoyle.
inaugural
participants
reads the entire letter in the
Two roll calls were necessary to The bill now goes to the president. Ojeda,
Fe, a copy of which I attach. I also house of
Soon after the arrest of the rebel
rade.
oral (mnna jenft "All therA fa tn tho
representatives.)
When Major LleThe senate later adopted a Par!li!,i!rffair is
attach a copy of the alleged message
The arrival of the new president postpone action.
tried messenger Saturday a few shots wer
fifteen
Maderistas
that
on the sundry
referred to in your letter, which was
and his family attended by 560 stud-- wellyn moved to postpone, Mr. Clancy conference report
to cross the line yesterday morning fired across the line at a squad of the
Governor McDonald wishes to take
moved to table the major's motion. A appropriation bill. The house con- at 5 o'clock, when the negro troops border patrol.
pieced together and said to have been
and
from
ents
Princeton
university
the matter up saying he will find a
however, would not agree to tried to arrest them.
recovered from the wastebasket.
The sergeant, in charge of the fedthe Essex troop of New Jersey was roll call stood 18 to table with 29 ferees,
They fired and
The question came up then, the senate amendments for a $1,500;- the negroes fled.
I am informed that no such tele- vay to get the full Information.
opposed.
At 7:30 a. m.
The
event
the
eral garrison at Agua Prieta and Fe-Pof
day.
thonagnetic
for
000
to
I
the
in
Am
appropriation
government's started 150 federals to Naco.
give up Wilson party was scheduled to reach on the motion to postpone and it prerefusing
right
gram as the attached was received
The
Luna, were executed at Agua
participation in the San Francisco road they had to travel goes close to Prieta yesterday on order of General
over the wires of the Western Union the message, which I dare not destroy the Union station at 3:35 o'clock this vailed 30 to 17.
.
The motion to table was considered exposition; for participation in the the border line. When they reached Ojeda on charges of conspiracy
Company from Las Cruces to our of-- and refusing to give any information afternoon. All details for their recepNational
Conservation
at the
folcongress
whatever unless compelled to by tion were
floe at Santa Fe.
The reception com- a test vote however ami stood as
place where the shots were fired
ready.
Knoxville, T' inessee, this autumn in the
I have handed the originals of the Court.
(Continued on page four).
morning, the negro troops open- mittee planned to assemble an hour lows:
to
senate
or
the
amendment
the
for
CarM.
C.
de Baca, Boulware,
Respectfully,
documents referred to to our General
Ayes:
before the time.
to
of
of
citizens
the
$72,000
M.
paymont
LILLIAN
DENT,
(Signed)
Counsel in New York, with whom I
Thnmafl Nelson Pace, chairman nf ter, Campbell, Casados, Clancy, Evans El
Paso, Texas, and Douglas, Arizona, j
Act. Manager." th
suggest you communicate for any admiT,i.to evnpntori i mout tiw Gage, Garcia. House. Lopez, Love, for
injuries In the Mexican disturb-- ;
Mullens.
Nichols,
Rogers,
ditional Information, as I am leaving
Martinez,X V X X X X X X X X X X X president-elec- t
and his family when
ances. The senate voted to insist on
of
Tucker.
New York today for an absence
AS- X
AT
MASS MEETING
they alighted from their special train. Smith, M. V.. Baca,
JANUARY.
Blanchard, adoption of these amendments and
two months.
Nays
SEMBLY HALL. GOVERNOR'S X The Princeton students were ready to
were sent back to further confer-- ;
January 23 Spurious telegram was written at Western Union office on
Chaves, Chrisman, they
Catron,
Yours very truly,
8 X form a lane from the train shed to Burg,
AT
TONIGHT
PALACE
ence.
the Plaza.
(Signed) "THEO. N. VAIL,
O'CLOCK, TO DISCUSS THE X the president's room in the Union sta- Cooney, Cordova, Downs, Goodell,
The senate adopted conference re'
January 29 New Mexican starts probe of fraud.
Lobato,
President."
Llewellyn,
Hilton,
Gurule,
LEGAL STATUS OF WOMEN X tion and between the walls of the
ports in the District of Columbia ap-- j
January 31 Manager E. E. McClintock, and General Manager Lloyd
McGillivray,
Manzanares,
THE DOCUMENTS.
Lucero,
his
IN NEW MEXICO. EVERYBODY X Princetonians, Mr. Wilson and
bill and the military aca-- i of the Mountain division of Western Union company arrive from Denver
prepriation
Pad
folilia,
Mr.
Quintaua,
Vail sends
The documents
CORDIALLY INVITED.
family, were to pass to meet the Montoya, Moreno,
and they! in Santa Fe te confer with Governor William C. McDonald over "tele1 npp, demy appropriation bills
low :
members of the official committee. Sanchez, Skidmore, Toombs,
went back to the house.
X X' X X X X X X X X
gram."
The reception will be brief, after Trujitlo, Tuny, vargas ami iounS.
The academy conference report was
FEBRUARY.
without military escort,
COPY.
the sent
in the house and the bill
later
adopted
6 New Mexico House of Representatives passes unanimouson
vote
February
test
the
first
the
This
being
TELEGRAM.
Wilson's will be driven to their hotel,
prepared for the president's signa-- ly resolution calling on Speaker Baca to ask president of Western
where the committee will leave them. proposition, it looks extremely dark lure.
Union to send copy of fraudulent message.
over
measure
this
of
panaago
MAJOR W. H. H. LLEWELLYN,
The senate refused to accept tlu
At six o'clock Mr. and Mrs. Wi son for the
8 Mainr VV. H. H. Llewellvn. representative trmn I.as i'ni- the veto ot the governor.
,
...,
v...
o
eonferees'
on
the public (,eSj r,ona Ana 00unty, announces he will give $100 to publisher of New
agreement
enwucu uj
will
optMluer
SANTA FE, N. M.
S. Cosby, President Taft's aide, to the SENATE REPUBLICANS
iiuiaing oiii ana sent Pie measure Mexican to connect his name with any improper telegram.
GO INTO CAUCUS. back for further consideration.
White ' House, where President and
February 11 E. E. McClintock, manager of Denver office Western
WE REQUEST YOU TO VOTE AND WORK FOR THE ELECTION Mrs. Taft will greet the Wilsons in
The senate Republicans went into!
Union Telegraph company returns to Santa Fo for further investigation.
OF FALL. OUR PEOPLE WANT HIM SURE.
caucus this afternoon just prior to an
the blue room.
February 15 Speaker Baca formally requests President Theodore
DAV (N CONGRESS.
JOSE GONZALES,
members of the Wilson recep- attempt to pass Senate Bill No. 1H5,
The
Newton Vail of New York to send information about fraudulent telegram
JOSE R. LUCERO
which has for its
to house of representatives.
tion committee are:
Thomas Nel- l.j .Mr. Laughren
FILLEPE LUCERO,
SENATE.
son Page, chairman; Theodore
W. ( bject the placing of the state library
representative from Las
February 20 Major W. H. H. Llewellyn,
MANUAEL LOPEZ,
Considered confirmation
of presi, under the supreme court and thereby
Cruces, Dona Ana county, introduces resolution in house attacking Bron-soNoyes, vice chairman; Prescott
MARIAL VAL DEZ,
M. Cutting, publisher of the Santa Fe New Mexican, and a member of
secretary; Senators Charles A. removing from the governor's office, dential nominations in executive sesPILAR GONZALES,
The bill was sion.
A. Gore, James the right to appoint.
Thomas
staff. Result: an "oil investigation!"
New Mexican's
the
Culberson,
ANSTACIO SISNEROS AND
HOUSE.
Martin, James E. Martine, Lee S. Ov- taken up and had almost reached a
February 23 President Theodore Newton Vail of Western Union
Considered
miscellaneous
James S. Gorman, Hoke roll call when one of the Republican
erman,
legisla- Telegraph company sends Speaker Baca full information about the "tele"
Denver, Colo., March 3. The sen- Smith, John R. Thornton and John members moved a recess of fifteen tion.
TWENTY OTHERS.
gram."
ate today referred to the committee
Passed senate bill authorizing
New Mexican announces prize competition for best
Williams, and Representatives minutes. It then developed that some
February
or. constitutional amendments the res- Sharp
MISS DENT'S LETTER.
believed
members
D.
for light houses and light- guess as to contents of "telegram" and a committee with Major LlewelA. S. Burleson, Henry
Clayton, Hen- of the Republican
olution by Senator Hayden which prolyn, chairman, to serve as the judges.
ry D. Flood, A. D. Henry, O. M. Jones, that they ought not to be required to ships.
vided that holdover senators be bound Gordon, Lee, A. M. Palmer,
COPY.
vote for these sort of bills unless their
Swager
February 27 Communication from President Teodore Newton Vail ot
TELEto
for
vote
UNION
the people's choice Sherley, J. L. Slayden and Edward W. tills, to, were given more considera-- t ..Subscribe for the Santa Fi New Western
"THE WESTERN
thereby
Union company reaches Santa Fe postoffice.
sor U. S. senator In 1915. The vote to Townsend; Dr. Wallace
GRAPH COMPANY.
MARCH.
Radcliffe, Ira on. At least this was the report in Mexican, the paper that boosts all
refer was IS to 14, taken after a
Manager's Office,
March 1 New Mexican announces that prize competition is closed.
the senate chamber. When aBked the time and works for the upbuildSanta Fe, New Mexico, Jan 25, 1913. lengthy discussion.
March 3 The exposure.
(Continued on page four).
what the caucus was about one Re- - ing of our new State.
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ious old uncle. He became the heai
the plot. The working out of the
as I learn
plan had its beginning
from excellent sources, in the opera
bouffe revolution staged at Vera Cruz.
It will be remembered that Felix Diaz
anounced himself there as an insurgent leader against the Madero government.
As might be expected,
,'Pape's Dinpepsin" Over- IN MEXICO TOGETHER WITH OTHER federal
troops were immediately sent
comes Your Indigestion in
GREAT INTERESTS IN THE UNITED against him by Madero from Mexico
City. Diaz claims that he expected
Five Minutes.
STATES; AND MEXICO POLITICS these troops to declare for him. In
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to hang his head for shame. He's ij
ent-elect
Wilson and Mrs. Wilson f. retched to grasp his. Before be had
REPORT DENIED.
fellow whose business skill is feared.
M' xico Citv. Mex . March n There reached their hotel from the Union taken two steps the town of Prince
but who succeed so often and faHfijia no truth in the accounts miblished station at 4:16 d. m.
ton was filing by, wishing him God- to laieiy tnai even ins Deaten enemies t, the United States of the killing by
They were driven from the station ! speed and all manner of good luck.
must stop to respect him.
federal soldiers with machine guns oi in a White House automobile. The This kept up until Uls arm was tired,
That's Billy Nolan, quiet suave and 100 mutinous irregular soldiers who (other members of the president-elect'- s
j
As the
president-elec- t
stepped;
gentlemanly when his opponets are had fought under the late President family followed in another machine.' tib6ard the train, the. students gave
the same, but a figther of the first Mnrievn
PresidenD.
3.
March
him
a "locomotive" yell. This was the
'
Washington,
C,
class when aroused. Ask Abe Ate.l j The story was based on the explos-jnnt-elect
Woodrow Wilson and his beginning of a long series of yells.
Mon m a number of firecrackers in the family arrived at the Union station at
Battling Nelson.
Mr, Wilson smiled at each cheer,
Santa Julia suburb by a crowd ot 3 ii o'clock. They were met at the si.id that he wished he could
give as
demonstrators, There were no casual- ttain by Thomas Nelson Page, who good a cheer in return, and joined in
SAYS HE
ties.
(fcorted them through a lane of Prin some of the college songs.
FIRE OVER LINE.
HAS QUIT GAME
ceton University students to the presiEl Paso, Texas, March 3. Mexicar dent's room in the
station, where a
soldiers on patrol out of Juarez early
commiUee greeted them.
New York, March 11.' Rube Mar- rtceptioil
luuitv weu a lew suois over ine in
Colonel Spencer S. Cosby was waitquard insists that he has retired from termitioiial line. The bullets fell in
ing at the station with one of the
base ba.ll. Though he is under co"
ntract to the New York club for this Washington Park, three miles east of White House automobiles as the perEl Paso.
No one was injured
sonal representative
of President
year, he gayajhat he ,w.U not report.
Colonel Juan N. Vasquez, commandto take Mr. and Mrs.
Rube figures himself worth more er U'
the Juarez garrison, declared Taft, prepared
Delicious Hot Chocolate.
Wilson to their hotel. The reception
money than he has signed for, and he
that no one of his troops were 'committee
had provided carriages.
is confident that the Giants will cut no today
Octobr't chilly daya raggett MBMthlnir
i: the neighborhood of the shooting.
warm for the Inner man.
Thomas Nelson Page and William
figure in the pennant race unless he and that he has received no
Wa'ra readv.
of
report
is on the ground to help them. out.
Wa're serving hot ehoeot.te made from
Coccoran Eustis went to the train tc
me incident.
cnoicc product: noted for
In Seattle the other day, Marquard
iti purity, excellence and
was denied that the reports of the meet the incoming president and his
It
delicionsness of flavor,
as
quoted
saying:
between Mexican and Ameri party. The other members waited in
We don't know of nnr other (tore
"McGraw has a raise in salary.
He affray
the
where
a
short
room,
president's
can
at
troops
Douglas has had any
chocolate-t- oo
that tetTM
will get $25,000 a year, eh? Well if!
reception was to be held.
xpeniira, perhaps. It'a diffrmit at OURS
it hadn't been for me the Giants would
.Prtlnnol 7nar,inr, 4..ln4WILSON SINGS.
lUn,
there's nothing too good for our patront.
have been beaten four straight in the ha
I t, s.
A PIPING HOT
N. J., March 3. The long- Princeton,
I
1
Illliewill
tviiun nciirn.
CUPFUL FOR
ing.
of
ever
has
rolled
out
st
Mr. and Mrs. Charls Comiskey, the White Sox mascot, and the bigfioral wreath, made in the form of a h teen
that
special
The Giants
tarred with dainty, criap eteckert. straight last year?
El Paso police and county sheriffs
carried Mr. Wilson and his
uge sock, which was
presented t hem by admiring citizens of De Kalb, Illinois, when the Chicago White jvould have .lost the pennant only for
have investigated the affair, taking family and their escort away. As it
Sox special passed through that towi; enroute to Paso Robles.
HUVLE R'S always frh. If you're
ir e.
McGraw knows he can't win evidence that mounted men from
cat of he city, we'll express It to you.
U
the fulled out, the president-elec- t
stood
without me,"
Mexican side fired rifles toward the n the
of the last of the
platform
Marquard is not, displaying any gra- American side about 1 o'clock this fettrteen cars. The smile on his lips
tiuide by his stand. Had it not been morning.
vanished as the train gained headway,
'for the patience McGraw exercised in
DIAZ POLICY AGAIN.
his lips were moving; the crowd at
his
case
Rube
PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
would
the
,
San Diego, Calif., March 3. A re his
probably
him join in the singing
still be in the minors. McGraw car turn to the policy of Porfirio Diaz, the t feet heard
t
the college anthem: "Her Sons
With Imported Magneto.
l ied him for three years when he was exiled
dictator, was predicted here
SMiall Give While1 They Shall Live."
Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble
worthless and finally developed him day by General Francisco
Herrer. "Three cheers for old Nassau!"
left at the factory.
:lnto a real pitcher. Furthermore who has newly received his commis- As the train disappeared
PrinceMarquard should live up to his con-- i sion from the government de facto, ton
saw him still standing uncovered.
tract. He signed a three-yea- r
agree-- j and was formerly a colonel in the ar
Long before tho hour set for Mr.
ment which expires at the end of the my of Diaz.
Wilson's departure, the students were
coming season and, regardless of what
Felix Diaz, said the general, will
from the campus
through
this agreement may call for, he should follow in the footsteps of
his uncle. (looping
Arch to the station. They gathcarry out his end without a murmur.
All proper concessions to foreign cap- Plair
AT.. nt1r,
'Vr
n0 .I.. 1U1UA
. U llo,-n.,l Ul
nearly a thousand strong, around
UUL
liitl
.,c,o .'lUlllliaiU
ital will be encouraged in lower Cali- ered,
he long line of steel cars. The townswould prove a great handicap to Mc-- ; fornia, and
Mexico.
throughout
men were there in greater numbers.
Graw's chances. There is no doubt
DEMAND MONEY.
A sharp wind that set the banners PASH BROTHERS, ACTS.,
that the eccentric
dull
n .ro.ni.
r
Ami
o0t,innn
more than his share to bring the pen-- can and othe'r fol.;ignel.s ln
"attering
merrily and the great flag
3ST. 3VT.
ciudad
io .;w iui
iasL year, "is Porfirio Diaz, Mex., are threatened
splendid record of nineteen straight with extortion
by Colonel Carranza,
victories gave the Giants the margin a
rebel who has demanded $20,000 to
,wh.ch made it possible for then, to
and feed his state vol.
,25 000 to
win he flag I he is absent this year
unteers.
Colonel Carranza, according
the team will hardly repeat, and. In to
rep0I.ts fronl Eagle Pass, Texas,
,fac may have a hard time finishing isa
i( tIe money u not forthcoming
m the first division
But, regardless he
not be ri?8pon8ible foP the
of what the result of Marquard's stand
depredations, his men may commit.
The consul at Chihuahua reports
,
: 11 7.
luiivcumuii iu m uig puciier, nor Governor Gonzales still is detained
is he to be blamed for standing pat,
for examination by a special court, alinasmuch as Marquard is under contract But a team which lost the ser- though exonerated by a court martial
in a plot to resist the
vices of so valuable a pitcher as Mar- for complicity
The whereabouts of
government.
to
be last sesaon is' very
1913 season, Charley
quard proved
En route from Chicago to Paso Robles, Cal., where the White Sox will train for the
Orozco
still
unknown in Chihuaare
to
have a hard row to hoe in a
Walsh is one of the spt
of his life dodging Ed Walsh and his camera.
.
hua.
Comiskey the "Old Roman," had the time
; pennant race.
Off
diamond
worked.
he'i
the
and
hardest
the
6ox.
of
the.
twirler
greatest pitchers In the country, the star
Consul Holland reports sending auhis
the
train
Walsh
boss, up againat
backing Comiskey,
camera nut. The accompanying photograph shows
tomobiles to bring stranded Ameriwhile he trained his camera on him. Walsh has a varied assortment of pictures of his chief. He's some photocans from Cedral and Methuala to
NAPS
OF
QUARTETTE
grapher, too,
ARE HOLDING OUT Saltillo. FEARS FOR TURNER.
San Diego, Calif., March 3. Despite
'
judge, Ty Cobb, that he had some-- ; WQLGAST CAN
Will Take You There in Style and Comfort.
RECRUITS
Cleveland. Ohio,
March
Four aooiifannoii f Prtm Amhaacarlnr AVflstmi
i
The Peach was so ni pressed
(thing."
1!U3 con- - at Mexico City that John Kenneth
have
not
Nap
MURPHY
BEAT
players
signed
GOOD
LOOKING
by young Wheatley's performance that!
:
AM tracts Pitchers Baskette and Cullop, Turner, an American writer is in no
CAUQ
OI1TO
ShortstOD
Chanman
and
Catcher danger, his brother Ensign R. K. TurUie predicted the recruit's becoming aj
ONeil. The first three have writ ner, of the destroyer Stewart, now in
By E. A. Hachleor.
Cobb said without ' hesitation
star.
"There isn't anybody who can con- - ten to President Somers demanding port here, declared today that he had
Three of Detroit's recruit pitchers
ot
one
looked
like
kid twirler
who were suffering from injuries oriulal the
Ivince me that Wolgast was in condi- - salary increases. Nothing has been later information w:hich gave him the
illness late last season have reported (the best prospects that the Tigers had;tion when he fouglt Tommy Murphy," heard from Baskette.
gravest fears for John Turner's life.
President Somers says he will make
in fine condition, and there seems to; snared since Ty himself joined the declared Billy Xolan manager of
On receipt of this telegraphic in"All formation yesterday, Ensign
lie Ritchie, while in a fanning mood no concessions to the players.
no further occasion for worry
Turner
-The erstwhile invalid has returned
j didn't see Wolgast himself, butihave been offered liberal salaries, ' wired to representatives and senators
garding their health.
the head of the Cleveland club. at Washington that his brother is
The ailing ones of 1!U2 were Clauss, to His normal weight and now tips, the fact that coast critics made
The last twnjtho scales about 175 pounds. He has.phy an even money favorite at th3i"Tue players in question are
IDauss and Wheatley.
still in imminent danger of execution.
to the Tigers and did a little, a good color and seems to be the pic-- ringside is positive proof.
Under jSlers who think they are worth more
Mexico City, March 3. John KenRETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS.
;
Wol-than
club
the
has offered to pay."
iwork, while Clauss, after being pur-- ture of health. Last year he would more favorable conditions for
neth Turner, the American writer, has
chased from the Jackson club, went have been described as a frail little past the little fellow would have faced
THE GRAND GANYON
Chapman, the sensational young enjoyed absolute liberty since his reto his home in New Haven without fellow, whose poor physique might that starting be.H a heavy favorite shortsop, is a hold-outhe lease by Felix Diaz, who has held him
despite
YOSEMITE VALLEY
a serious handicap to him in a biglw-iteven stopping to say "howdy" in De-bMurphy, money scarce or noaejfact that he was offered $1,000 more prisoner in the arsenal during the bata
looks
like
at
career.
all.
he
Now
troit.
league
per year than he got in the American tle in the streets between the federal
DauBS contracted malaria while with burly, with the neck and shoulders
"You will remember,''
continued Association.
Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping Car Accom- He insists he can
and rebel troops.
American
as
of
was
of
a
the
he
St. Paul club,
heavyweight wrestler. If
Billy, "before Wolgast appeared in the liver the goods and wants more
;
NOTHING."
modatlons On Any of Our Through Trains. .
"KNOW
fociation, and was far below his nor-- , good last year when he ought to have; ring Saturday he ruled a big choice money.
Douglas, Ariz., March 3. A
in the hospital, he ought to be 'over Murphy at about 10 to 7 bu'l
1J
mal weight when he joined the
from Naco, Arizona, says that
S.
Fe, N. M.
Agent,
nings band. He has picked up 10 a wonder now that he has regained when those at the ringside got
the Mexican troops which left Agun
glimpse of him the Murphy cash be- - lTltillf!UllK KUlllLY
pounds during the winter and expects Ms health.
Prieta Sunday morning have arrived
Clauss's trouble that sent him homj,caine so prominent that the odds were:
to gain several more before the reat
Naco, Sonora, and said they knew
HAS
ANXIETIES
gular season opens. A malaria suf- - early in the fall of 19J2 was a strain-- : forced down to evens. The truth of
nothing of the fight with United
con-jein
in
usual
a
is
as
He
shoulder.
his
left
'Ad's real physical fitness dawned up
ferer
not,
ligament
thing,
tends to disprove
s
ne W0W only need to travel with States troops. This
attented by aspecialist is his on them, and, naturallv. reverse condition to do himself justice in
General Ojeda's declaration that these
Mr.
hiB
ex
home town of New Haven and now ditlons manifested themselves.
Roney and
"Boys" for a few troops engaged
letlcs or anything elBe, and Dauss
the American
pects to show a lot more this year j says that his arm feels as well as; "Wolcast believes he ran iret into 1,0,lrs ,0 discover that the noted man- has no easy task. He
than he did last. He seems to have ever.
Judging by the way he was.'Elape for a i,ar(j flgtfl witn gix or
m 8Plendid physical
rid himself of the germs of thelhandling himself today, tlfere is
"HE WHO LAUGHS LAST "
days of training, but it can"t bai ,leep8 nis
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
j thing
much the matter. In fact he! done Sunnose vou knew a man wlm tondition, but the robust youngsters
disease and is gaining steadily.
Battle
Creek, Mich., March 3 It is
vvneauey, woo nau oeen hick ui- - seems more auxious io cui loose anu owned a horse that was allowed to in turn cause him constant anxiety unwise to laugh at the mtsfortunes ot
THOBi all aeasuu, was
kuuus uutei biiuw mauasvr . jeimiusa wiiai n.! ' pasture for two or three months hp-- ii his efforts to keep their voices in ctners, as shown out at Douglas lake.
ln Can do.
;
by the time be got to Detroit.
jfore a scheduled big race, then put good condition for their six or seven One man who was loading ic jnto a
i into
spite of being so far from perfect phy
training for but a single week be- concerts a week.'
wagon dropped a chunk on "his foot.
Just Try a New Mexican Want M jfore the event, would you or would
Memories and - precautions are a He did and said the usual thJWgs incisically, he pitched some good games
of ball and convinced that excellent if you vaat Quick returns.
you not fight shy of putting a' bet on u.inus quantity ln a boy's makeup, dent to such an occasion, and an

FIRST PICTURES OF ARRIVAL OF WHITE SOX ON PACIFIC COAST
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The Most Complete Line
NEW SPRING AND SUMMER

DRESS GOODS
Ever Offered to the People of Santa Fe.

The new IRISH SUITINGS, WOVEN POMPADOUR SILKS, all colors, CREPE DE DUXE and
ITALIAN RATINES, MERCERCREPE
FAILLE,
AND
CORDUROYS
IZED WELTS. COTTON
ZEPHand
WHIPCORDS, SILK MORQUISETTES
comYRS. Fine assortment of NOVELTIES; also
GOODS AND TRIMMINGS.
of
WHITE
line
plete

2?"Come early and take advantajje of this very
SHOWING.

REMARKABLE

MW

(Mass was the recipient of uiiicli so- rial at tuition while hero and was

(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested in the Persona Column, the
New Mexican requests Its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
ComMexican and on their friends.
munications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

John Becker,

.Ir., is here, from

Bel-en-

JtSi

new

and licr many
popular,
friends will be glad to know that it
it: her intention to make a return visit
at an early date.
Prof. Edgar L. Hewitt, of the Air.
crienn School of Archaeology, and
I'irector in the San Diego exposition
nrrived here last evening. Mr. Hewitt
says the administration building is
125 Palace Ave
fully completed and occupied nt Sar.
build-electrical
the
that
and
Diego
ing Is almost finished. The big bridge
across Cabrillo canyon is partly linis'i
ed.
It will be of concrete and will
connect, the exposition grounds ani was said to be still another leading
Ihe city. Many people are applying possibility.
,.
PROPHECIES.
MORE
and some of the state
ic i concessions
Baltimore, Md., March ;. Positive
buildings are under way.
information conlirmin? the selection
Frank Butt, the well known drug-- ! of Vice Chancellor Unrisey M. Gar-- !
h
week
last
it
who
tills
of
city,
just
for sec-nson, of New Jersey,
I'c r
Albuquerque, to take charge of the
of war ana Franklin K. I.aue,
retary
sudwas
taken
O'Reilly drug house,
cl California, for secretary of the in-- ,
denly ill yesterday morning with an tenor, came from an intimate friend'
.
attack of appendicitis and was hur-- of the president-elec- t
in a most au
l ied to St.
Joseph's hospital where iliorative manner.
was
was
made
it
examination
after an
it is
Tlie portfolio of agriculture,
decided that on immediate opciationi learned from the same source
will
The reports from his
was necessary.
to a professor of agricul
go
probably
bedside at noon today were rcassur-- l tn re at. .Missouri
Stale University-ir.R and although the danger period
portfolio is the only one not yel
p
several
for
will not be passed
days. (l(,,illitely (Iuum! upon.
his condition is as well as could be
expected. The members ol ins ta lu.
SUFFRAGETTES
ll
left last evening to be at his

tlemely

.

E. Lucero is up from Bernalillo today.
Whit Wright o Artesia Is nt the
.Montezuma hotel.
be at
.Mrs. Isaac Bartti will not
home tomorrow afternoon.
Alfredo Lucero, of Santa Cruz, is
registered at the Montezuma.
0. S. Moore, well known Roswell
citizen, is a visitor here today.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wells, of Elephant Butte, are at the Falace.
Eugenio Romero, treasurer of San
Miguel county, is at the Palace.
D. D. Draper, the well known Duke
City salesman, is here on business.
George S. Klock, the well know.i
is in the
lawyer, of Albuquerque,
city.
Dr. W. H. Livingston, came down
visit
yesterday from Espanola to
friends.
A. G. Edwards,
the well known
is here froir.
typewnter salesman,
Denver.
Holm O. ISursum, the well known
Republican leader, is back in Santa
Ee. He is at the Talace.
S. E. Hugenberger was an Albuquer-cuvisitor over Sunday, returning to
he capital last evening.
- Jack Collins,
the popular young
druggist, left for Albuquerque Saturday, returning last evening.
James S. Black, of the editorial
staff of the Albuquerque
Evening
Herald, is back from the Duke City.
B. Ruppe, the well known Duke City
druggist and prominent Progressive,
Is registered at the Montezuma hotel.
H. S. Jackson, of Albuquerque, who
has been visiting with Mr. and Mrf
Frank B. Xuding, left for his homo
yesterday.
Duncan McGilHvray is back from
C'rownpoint, McKinley county He is
a member of. the New Mexico house of!
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INFANT'S and CHILDREN'S
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CAPITAL $50,000 00

Business

Does a General Banking
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WITH HARVARD
and ACCURACY in preparation
are of importance
You Want Our Policies!

If CARE

INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND BE SURE.

B.
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FlT S

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building,
REAL

ESTATE,:
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Santa Fe,

AVlVARD

M.

N.
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bed-fide-

HOLD SWAY IN

That the New Year we have
be for each
OUR WISH just enteredonemay
a Happy New
and every
I Year, a year full of Health and Prosperity. With
I thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your

-

e

j

I New Year Resolution will be
j I Will Trade With H. C. YONTZ,

Phone 139.

I,

p.

j
j

SNTA FE

THE

j

j
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i

PROMPT SERVICE.

HORSE OUTFITS.

310 San Francisco St.

We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have a'Trial
Order and Convince You.

i

''"
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Re-

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail

-

.

"

TWO AND FOUR

PONIES,

SADDLE

e
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-

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

e

"th

-

GENERAL LIVERY

i
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ST.
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Sun-mou-
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O. C. WATSON & CO.

AM) REST CONTENT.

INSURE

e

TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE

PHONE. 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST..

1

j
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See Our Windows.

Special Display.

Nestor Montoya, editor of I. a Ban-urWASHINGTON;
Americana, president of the New
Mexico Press association, and a deputy
Washington, D. C, March a. This
coal oil inspector who has not yet been
was woman's day of political crown
investigated, is in Santa Fe today.
of Cliadwick ing glory, short of actually possessing
Chadwick,
Charles
sheep and the universal right to vote, for several
l.rotheiB, Albuquerque,
.o form
wool brokers, is in Santa Fe today on thousand of them turned uiu
in I'ennsylvail'a
a great procession
business.
;
avenue to demonstrate the unanimity
John C. Lewis, well known attorney of their sex in demand for the bal
Fe
in
Santa
is
of Albuquerque,
today lot.
rn business before the state supreme
Even before the procession started,!
court
enthusiastic thousands lined the broad
J. P. Dunlavy, well known mer- avenue. Cheers greeted the small dochant and stock raiser of Mountain-air- , lachiiients and a great wave of ap-- '
who has been visiting his brother plause marked the progress of "Gen
in Santa Fe, left for his home today. mil" Rosalie Jones and her little
Colonel Wm. M. Ilerger, of Helen, band of "hikers" as they proceeded to
Men and women
the rendezvous.
who was formerly for twenty-fiva resident of Santa Fe and for 'alike joined in the demonstration and;
years
Your Patronage Solicited
Hie last ten years a resident of Helen, the human walls that lined the route
formed a sea of tossing
in Valencia county, connected with of march
representatives.
.1. H. Toulouse,
of
manager
Helen Tribune and identified with handkerchiefs and waving 'flags.
the
Cashier
E.
W.
GRIFFIN,
Precision and business-likN. B. LALGHLI N, President.
methods.
Sanitarium, left for Albuquer-- I the building up of the coming city of
afternoon on a business trip I elen upon the Rio Grande valley. marked the carrying out of plans for1
this
que
President.
Vke
B.
LAMY,
J.
for a few days.
parade, which was to form at and!
came in on No 10 this morning. Colo-jibRev. B. Z. McCullough, of the Pres-- ' rel ISerger has just returned
from around the peace monument. Trumpet- byterian church, returned Sunday California where he has had the play ers, stationed at intervals in the dis
'I
I I 1 1 1
from Punxsutawney, Pa., where he
I I H
stretching to the treasury, were
from business in thirty, years,
went accompanying the remains orj lie was gone three months and met; ready to sound the "advance" as the,
"o parade started. On th3.
htad
the late Dr. R. H. Miller.
many Santa Fe, New Mexico, people.
th
government a treasury:
'
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Strong and Mr. He will
a
in
Mexican
New
the
give
10 ilc,ora
louse
and Mrs. W. H. Hahn, of Albuquerque,
nWfBUJthis
account
of
day or two a... lengthy
....
..
.
at at
bolic ot women s
motored up from the Duke City yes-- ' v vt. lie will
De in me cuy several
tention and ready to begin a series
tcrday and will be the guests of Mr days on legal business.
of dances and
alluring
groupings
and Mrs. Frank E. Nuding for a few
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water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
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CGRRICK LIVERY BARN
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
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S.C. Buff Orpingtons
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EGGS FOR HITCHING

CALIFORNIA

FOB

$2.00 13 EGGS
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the Winter Layer
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Colonist Excursions
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copy of ".San Joaquin
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stopover priviifffes.
Three fast trains daily from Kansas
and free
City carry tourist
chair cars. Harvey meals.
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Then

ets fruni Saiita Fe, N. M., to Los
San Francisco, fian Diego and
to many other points In California
will be sold for $30.00. Corresponding
fare from points on other lines in connection with the .Santa Fe. Liberal

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
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can 30c
Clam Chowder, Clams,
Clam Juice
Japanese Crab Meat
Crabs

Alfalfa, fruits, garden truck, poultry and dairy products point the
way to more than a mere living.
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Tuna Fish,4lb. can 17'c,
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Tomato Sauce
Mackerel
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Sardines

Weather

FOR

There climate,

soil and water, in conjunction with
Intelligent labor, work wonders.

A. WHEELON,

CHAS.
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Scratch Padt of all descriptions an
all qualities, 10 pounds for 50 centj

New Mexican office.

I

AMADO GUTIERREZ,

Proprietor.

Bread, Rolls, all kinds of Cakes V
Cakes a Specialty.
Pies. Wedding Co.
handle our Cakes,
Kaune Grocery
Bread will Kolls.

j

2461. 108 OAKSTBO
PHONE
'
Fresh Made Preteels.
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SArtTA

Santa

Dally, per year, by mall
Daily, six monlhs.by mall

Weekly, per year.

$5.00
$2.50
$1.00

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

Vice-Pre-ide-
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Don't you love this sunny land?
Let's boost it on.
You have joined the booster's band;
Start boosting on.
Have you here gained heaps of wealth
In the form of perfect health?
Tell your friends to come and try.
That's boosting on.

$1.25

.50

"All of Today's News Today"

I

You've been out to Valley Ranch

To boost it on.
Here, you know you'll find the best,
Here's a dandy place to rest;
Just bring out that friend of your's.
That's boosting on.

AS8

l

REMARKS

PHONES:

That's boosting

I

if we

it.

AN OUTSIDE UIEW
OF SANTA r E'S NEEDS

J. B. READ,
Cashier.

Thin ice.
XFrom The Alamogordo

Scorned advice.

The coal oil smell is not as distinct
It was some days ago.

News-Adver-

7i
in 1870.

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It Is important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givinbank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit
Confer with our officers In regard to your
banking
business.

on.

us. There is often profit in
will adopt the lesson.

FATAL FLASHES.

Tome su asiento!

so- -

Come and join the merry dance
And boost it on.
Or a tennis game perchance,
JuBt boost it on.
Here the horseback rides are fine
As we climb mid spruce and pine.
Tell your friends about the place.

Then booBt It on.
Take advantage of each chance

Organized

flme It the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its
adaptability to changing conditions.
This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial . and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank is not
living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon
to presenadaptability
t-day

1

carrier...... $1.50

Weekly, six months

R. J. PALEN,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

RATES

Dally, per quarter, by mall
Dally, per quarter, by

1&13.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,

The Oldest Bank in the State.

President
General Manager
.Editor
Associate Editor

SUBSCRIPTION

3,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
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J. Wight Glddings
William F. Brogau
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
VALLEY RAMCH, lT. JVK.
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Kntored as Second Closs Matter at the Santa
Published Daily
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
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FRANK McKANE,
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Cbars Skin of

Worst Eruptions
of a Rem-

Remarkable Action
edy That Drives Every
.Speck oi oison from
Body.

f

There Is a strange, mysterious power
a remarkable blood medicine that finds
Its way through the circulation by what
is known as Divine selection. The remedy is Swift's Sure Specific, or S. S. S.
Science cannot explain just why certain elements in the blood feed the bones,
others nourish the hair roots, and so on.
And It is this same mysterious action of
S. B. 8. that attacks all diseased spots,
drives away all germs, heals all sores
and supplants the activity of disease
germs with the powerful healing action
Remarkable testimonials
of leucocytes.
have been written that prove beyond
question there is no blood disease but
what can be cured by S. S. S. And in
all those cases that were treated with
mercury, Iodides, arsenic, copper and
other minerals with no permanent effect,
the most astonishing recoveries have
been made by S. S. S.
There Is not a blood taint ofony nature that can remain In a system fortified by this most wonderful remedy, for
it Is absolutely pure and contains only
those elements that the blood naturally
assimilates, and which the tissues gratemost
fully accept. It agrees with the cases
delicate Btomach, even In those
where the uso of strong drugs has so
weakened the digestive system that medicine cannot be given. Get a 1.00 bottle
S: 8. S. at any drug store and thus be
ft
assured of a complete cure of any eruptive blood disease. If your case 1a peculiar and you desire special advice write
to The Swift Specific Co., Medical Dept.,
127 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Go.
In
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LONDON LENDS
AID TO WALL
STREET TODAY

(Tgunter,

m. d.,

PHYSICAL and SURGEON,

New York, March 3. Conditions in
Wail street on the long side of the
market were conducted confidently
during the morning by traders today
facwho believed that unfavorable
tors had been discounted In the current level of prices. Material help
was lent by London, which purchased
stocks freely in this market. Buying
was diversified, the coalers, coppers
Pacifies and other important stocks
figuring prominently in the advance.
The rise in the coppers was influenced
by higher quotations ' in the metal market. Corn products declined sharply
on the proceedings instituted by the
government against the company. A
break in Can shortly before noon
checked the general demand. Bonds
were steady.

CLAY KINSELL
A BENEDICT.
Clay Kinsell, son of
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Eifective January 1st,

WHERE PRESIDENT WILSON WILL REVIEW
INAUGURAL PARADE.

WILL SWEAR IN THE
NEW PRESIDENT

in!

dpi

of Santa Fe county, and well
I
in Santa Fe but now a resident
or Stanley, was married to Miss Louie
Willingham, also of Stanley, at the
1
resbyterlan Manse on Saturday evening at 7 o'clock. Rev. B. Z. McCul-lougread the marriage service, and
the bride and groom were attended by
Judge and Mrs. McFie and Mr. and
Mrs. Starkey, and yesterday they received the congratulations and best
wishes of their many friends for a
long and happy life.
THE
Mr. and Mrs. Kinsell left for Stanley
REVIEWING STAND IN FRONT OF THE WHITE HOUSE FOR WIN- CHIEF JUS- EDWARD D. WHITE,
THERE ARE GLASS
today, where Mr. Kinsell is preparing PRESIDENT AND HIS OFFICIAL, PARTY.
tc go into the mercantile business.
TICE OF THE UNITED STATES.
L.DOWS TO BE USED IF THE WEATHER IS BAD.
".lnsell,
known,

h

1

1913.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3

It'"'

9
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
promply attended day or night.

Rooms

A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE

Hi
flxT.
I

Harry

'""

carries passengers

to Albu-

querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

to

18-1-

HOITBS;
OFFICE
to 8 p. m
to
m.,
a. m.,

II

2

4 p.

7

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior. 17. a
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., January 25, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
Gonzales, ol Galisteo, N. M., who, on
January 6, 1908, made Homestead
Sec.
SW
05:158, No. 12763. for S
Section 29, TownNV
20, N
ship 10 N., Range 13 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before II. C. Kinsell, U. S. Comr., at
Stanley, N. M, on March 5, 1913.
as witnesses
Claimant names
Faustin Tapia, Benito Romero, Isabel
Tapla and Hilario Baca, all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
4

it win not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printNew Mexican
ed at the
Printing
Company.
..Subscribe for the Sauta F. New
Mexiean, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuilding of our new State.
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
(he new state.
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LOCAL ITEMS.

Give Us a Man
Who know s something about wholesaling newspapers or periodicals a man
who can get newsdealers and druggists
to display

in

temperature.
X X X S

St

;

f The Ladies' Home Journal
The Saturday Evening Post
The Country Gentleman

MUST

DEMOCRATS

N X
X X X
THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, X. M., March
For Xew Mexico: Tonight and
Tuesday fair. Not much cliaiiR

MONDAY,

J

x x

Timi

nun

,

IN TfcLEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business
is about advertising, subscriptions or
job work,, please call up"31 W." If
you wish to Ef,e;ik to the editor or give
any news, pleaie phone "31 J."

ADOPTS

u,'i;rnrnu

flntntDi

RESOLU-

un

w

ACTION WILL BE TAKEN
POINTMENT

FOR

-

BILL PASSES SENATE
VOTE

STOOD 17 TO 5 WITH

1913.

DOEPPi

F. ANDREWS
THE

iimvrn

umitu

ABSENT

ON AP-

ROLL CALL SATURDAY AFTERNOON

OFFICE.

-D-

AND BARTH PAIRED

BEST

OF EVERYTHING

ON

TO

EAT

Groceries, Meats, Fruits, .Vegetables,
Bakery Goods.

EMOCRATS OBJECTED.

The Democrats
of
New Mexico
The district attorney bill in the
billing ftideral Jobs and there are shape of House RM1 Xo. 124 Providing for the salaries of district attorfuite a number, must get their
Billard will make
your abstracts
neys in Xew Mexico, passed the sen
4
('trsemenls and bring them to the ate late Saturday afternoon
right.
by a vote
Eggs for everbody at the Xew Store president's attention as best.they can. of I" ayes and 5 nays. The senate
of the Winter Grocery company.
See
This in text, Is a resolution adopted had kept Senate Bill Xo. 105 on the
find boy
(lie new ad today.
it to the
by the Democratic state central com- - calendar, but
on finance immediately
Meet
mittee
and
here
Lodge
Tonight
The
Saturday.
cusA. F. & A. M. will meet at Masonic
also decided to give to Spanish!0" thti PassaSe ot the house bill. The
Hull tonight.
business
a
American Democrats as manv nnrl r ll0,lse bin which passed the senate
maue orKJO(j jobs as the
huh praciicauy me same measure as
remai-sna 18
s
Fe.
the senate bill.
those who wear Pllueger's shoes. Spe- - under the Republican
regime held,
We
ciai designs for ladies Just in. See the
The members of the minority opposbe
ll0w tIlis ls ,0 be bvouirht about.
ew ad today.
ed the bill, speaking against it on
Is not specified.
The store, the goods, the service.
But considering that It was the the floor of the senate and attempting
to amend it in conformity with the
Reason enough why we should serve
first
since Democratic
big committee
meeting,
THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
idea, but they were dejou. Zook's Pharmacy.
the
election of a Democratic presiLadies Attention I have Just
l'eated by the solid Republican vote
Sales Division
the gathering on the whole was
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
a fine line of spring styles for dent,
reinforced by the vote of Senator
result from inflammation
harmonious.
Efforts of of- '
suits, Jackets, skirts and long coats. unusually
Hinkle, a Democrat.
fice
to
secure
seekers
of the delicate bronchial
preferred
Come and Inspect them. Prices reas- The vote on the passage of the bill
enable. Julius Muralter, 101 Wash- claims, were defeated and some one btood:
tubes which clog with
succeeded in stilling any resolution
ington Ave.
Ayes: Abeytia, Bowman. Burns,
mucus
pneumonia easily
American Queen Corset Co.'s ab-- j i"""'""1 l"c ,,nuwla,s w" U1"
Clark, Crampton.
Hart
Gallegos,
rollows.
dominal supporters to wear under; nipport the governor's veto in the leg-- Hinkle. Holt riMrt T.ni.fri,r.n
rtra
ruction of Attorney General Wicker
SCOTT'S EMULSION works
that Easter gown. Both mado to meas-- islature,
Navarro, Page. Pankev, Romero and
slmm, an order was made In the U
Rome Democrats were inclined to Sulzer
wonders in overcoming acute
S. District Court late Saturday after-tioo- i.ie. W. II. Gobel Co., patron Block,
W. C. T. U. Meeting There will be think that the adoption of resolutions
bronchitis; it stops the cough,
Nays:
Aldredge,
Evans, McCoy,
Articles of Incorporation were filed
substituting the state of New
checks the inflammation, and
in the office of the state corporation Mexico as plaintiff instead of the fin1 a meeting of the W. C. T. IT.- tomorrow whereby the state committee, would Mabry, Walton.
Absent: Doepp, Paired, TSarth.'
its curative, strengthening
commission totPly by the Noah Oil and t( d States in those numerous lumber afternoon at 2:30 at Hie rooms of the keep hands off, would result in a few
"I would have voted against the
p. en who might be able to reach Presfood-valu- e
Mas company, capitalized at $2(i(,tl00. eases brought in fl07 by Ormsby Me society.
distributes enerElegantly Furnished Rooms for rent. ident Wilson more readily, dictating measure had I not paired," said Mr.
divided into 20.1)10 shares at $10 each Harg, representing the United States
and
gy
power
throughout
Earth in conclusion.
't he office is at Hoswell and the agent Herbert
V. Clark,
the body.
assistant V, S. ' The finest rooms in the city, having the appointments from New Mexico.
electric
steam
licht.
hatha.
heat
an!
named is H. L. Nouh. The incorpora attorney, appeared for the United '
For soino sixteen federal appointInsist on SCOTT'S for Bronchitis.
tcrs are: Henry A. Noah, Alva, Okla States and Col. E. W. Dobson for the The European Hotel, centrally lo ments in Xew Mexico there are said
CHEER
Scott & Bowne. Bloom field, N. J.
State Progressive Headquar- to be about one hundred
l.cina, alio shares; M. M. Fulkerson, ot defendants, except the Alamogordo cated.
prospective,
in the hotel.
ters
WILSON
Alva, Oklahoma, 500 shares; Robert Lumber
no
order beinj
company,
receptive and active candidates.
..
I!. firahom, r.00; llem-L Xoah. I.".n0. made in that suit.
FOR SALE One four room modern
LEAVES
and G. A. Richardson, r00 shares, a')
house. Inquire Zook's Pharmacy.
nannsnaking and singing a leather-- j
j
of lloswell.
lunged Princetonian, who seemed to
is the ireal STRUCK ON HEAD
Zook's Cold Cream
jCARROW SAYS BURNS' MEN
The .lartlla Copper
Princeton, N. J., March 3. Wood-ro- be in charge of the affairs, grabbed a
GAVE HIM INFORMATION. toilet preparation, especially fine af-Syndicate, ol
AND
ROBBED
OF
Wilson left Princeton at 11 megaphone, and gave the order "all
r
!!.
Arizona, has been admitted to do busi
ex
ter motoring, driving or
.0s Angeles,
Calif., March
ness in New Mexico. It is capitalized Lurns detectives peddled information
It soothes, softens and beauA FORTUNE o'clock today for Washington, to be- aboard."
come president of the United States
at IoOO.imio and its oftlce in this state to Clarence S. Darrow
The three locomotives attached to
j
during his i titles the skin.
tomorrow.
Mill be at Organde. with T. U. lialns
His three daughters, the the heavy train began puffing;
use of the McXamara borthers, lie
the
From 18 to 44 degrees was the1
3.
Chicago, III., March
Chicago Misses Margaret, Jessie and Eleanor long line of cars moved
agent.
testili"d today during his own trial 'range in temperature here yesterdavj and
slowly from
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56
an
hvanston police officials
and
escort of
SUPREME COURT.
Princeton the yards; the wall of students uni n a charge of Jury bribing.
land the humidity was 15 per cent. Itj
ed today in investigating the mysteri-- stoudents accompanied hin
covered and five hundred voices
The state supreme court resumed
Black and Berlin were names men- was a fine day and everyone enjoyed
After thirty minutes of cheering, joined in "Old Nassau."
sessions this morning, with Chief Jus- tioned. "I'm not sure whether we got it. On Saturday the range in tern-- ; ous disappearance of $41,000 which
was either lost or stolen from Mrs.
tice C. .1. Roberts, and Mr. Justice
,
Off came the silk hat from
the
anything from Berlin," Darrow testi- perature was from 15 to "S degrees
Mabel Mills, 45 years old, wife of a
1
THE IDOL.
arker and Mr. Justice Ilanna pres- fied, "but I know he was always trying
president-elect- s
To trifle with your health is a ser-- :
he stopped near
head;
real
Anestate
dealer
San
of
ent. Also Supreme Court Clerk Joss to do business with us."
ions experiment. If you are feeling! wealthy
the edge of the platform and thrust
Texas.
h. Sena. The cases docketed for to
his hand far out, waving his hat as
Darrow's testimony was given on out of sorts see your doctor, then tonio,
Mrs. Mills is in a serious condition
I'ay were Xo. 1552 and Xo.
the prosecution, have Zook's fill your prescription.
ci
by
Two murder cases are on the dock-r- t
FOR SALE One eight room mod- - at an Evanstoii hospital due to a
'iitimation Saturday by W. J. Ford, as- for this month.
One is set for fistant district
house, good location.
M'rn
THAT'S THE POINT.
Inquire wound on the back of her head which
Darrow
that
attorney,
hearing March C and the other for
she received either from a blow dealt
dock's
ofhave
had
Pharmacy.
of
Burns'
employes
might
March 20.
fice caused a clash between counsel so
Anderson Brothers Parcel Delivery. by robbers or a fall. She was found
THOSE LUMBER CASES.
was forced to Packages and messages delivered to on the doorstep of Mrs. A. J. Cooper
court
the
Litter
that
On the application
of the United
in Evanston and removed to a hospijany part of the city, 10 cents. Boyi
States District Attorney under the di- - warn them that they were in
any second, and minute in the day tal where she was revived and told
Our motto: "Prompt service and sati' the police a story of having drawn
Office 211 Palace Ave. $43,000 from a Chicago bank Saturdelivery'."
TTTT TTTTTTT TtttttTtTTTTT TTT1
day and spending ?2,000 on a shopPhone 203 J.
tour In Stats' street and then dinSee Billard of the Santa Fe Title ping
ing with a woman friend in Evanston.
Abstract Co. for abstract work.
She said she suffered intensely from
Mass Meeting Tonight The
sec- the cold when she started back to
ond of a series of two mass meetings
Chicago and that she had no recolunder the auspices of the Santa Fe lection of how she lost the
money.
Woman's Club will be held tonight
When the woman was found, she
in the assembly hall, Palace of the
was unconscious and her pocketbook
Governors, at 8 p. m. These meet-- !
was open. Mrs. Mills was reported
ings are for the presentation of to
have spent a comfortable night and
stat-i
the
knowledge concerning
legal
i i ii i i i i
Four
us of women in New Mexico and are to be improved this morning.
Hon. E. C. women will be questioned by Chief
of state-widimportance.
deAbbott, Hon. F. V. Clancy and Hon. Shaffer, of the Evanston police
"How is it that Clara has so much
J. It. McFie are to present the subject partment today in an effort to clear
pin money?""
on this occasion. All are invited and up the mystery.
"She married a pinhead."
The cabman, who drove Mrs. Mills
urged to attend, as the meeting will
be open to all interested in this vital from the home of Mrs. H. L. Stevens
in Evanston to the railway station,
matter.
It will not pay you to waste your was closely questioned by the police
time writing out your legal form early in the day after which he was
I hate to say a piece,
when you can get them already print- allowed to go.
I HATjE to elocute,
Line of D M. C. EMB. FLOSS in
sent
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ed at the New Mexican Frinting combank
Notice has been
every
I hate to say a piece,
colors. A!so full line of PRINCESS
In the country to watch for the $1,000
pany.
FOR
HEADQUARTERS
But mamma thinks it's cute.
Work for the New Mexican. It ls bills lost by Mrs. Mills. The money j
;and ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS in
colors for use in working tne new
working for you, for Santa Fe and lost or stolen from the victim was in
I
to
I'm
say,
forgot what
line of I IBRARY SCARFS, PI
the new state.
thousand dollar bills.
In fact, I always do:
CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
I forgot what I'm to say,
etc., which are the late designs just
And mamma helps ine through.
received.
v.

Phone No.

An active man who will
agents
train them to obtain regular
tomers can build up good
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will tell him how it can
made
Write
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profitable.
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jDISTRICT ATTORNEY

HELP THEMSELVES!
STATE COMMITTEE

MARCH

Mon-ezum-

commit-'committe-

le

ANDREWS Ph"eNo.4

up-te- e
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he sang.
On the baggage car of the
special
were 25 suit cases, grips and trunks
belonging to the president-elec- t
and
his party. On the personal baggage
of the next president was written, in
his own hand writing:
"Woodrow Wilson, White House."
mere was no other address, and
Mr- Wilson laughingly let it be known
that lie considered this quite sufficient.
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THE CLARENDON GARDEN

PHONE

t

IT IS A
LUXURY
to wear such well made,
handsome, stylish shoes
as we are now selling.

j

OXFORDS, TIES
AND PUMPS
with the smart, low
heels with the new re- -

:

JL3

ceding and high toe i
effect. Leathers of Pat. ?
Kid, Dull Calf, New Su- ede in Brown and Black.

e

S. SPITZ,

PRICES RANGE

'A

THE
JEWELER

'JUST

$2.50, $3.00,

'

E

,

1

$3.50, $4.00. j

RECEIVED!

-

HIGH-GRAD-

MiOES FOR SPRING.

LOW

I

Bunches.

!

We are showing these
days every Style that is
Correct and Everything
that is Qood in WOMEN'S

j

VIOLETS
i

I

Oxfords

j

j

In 25c and 50c J

:
:

,

We've all sizes and widths,
with the new combination
last, and our expert ser- vice in fitting is at
your command.

2

PFLUEGER'S

j

j

;

WATCHES

REPLV TO THE JOURNAL
BRIAN BORU DUNNE ANSWERS CRITICISM

AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

II

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.

I

Under the caption "Mr. Dunne's Bad M. L. Fox,
Editor Albuquerque Journal,
Morning
Memory," the Albuquerque
Albuquerque, N. M.
Journal printed yesterday the follow- Will you please print this on your
ing editorial:
Mr. Brian Boru Dunne should have editorial page in tomorrow's (.Mothe oil fund investigating committee nday's) issue:
I read in the Albuquerque Morning
called together again so that he may
be allowed to correct his testimony, Journal today an editorial attack on
oath beThe Santa Fe New Mexican, of which my testimony made under
fore the Oil Investigating committee
newspaper Mr. Dunne is city editor,
In reply 1 wish to state:
gives the following in its stenographic
(1) I had no desire to reflect on
un-- !
statement
of
Mr.
Dunne's
report
Mr. Andrews.
I was required to give
der oath:
oath a correct statement of mv
under
do connection with the Oil
how
Discussing
politicians
Department,
things, Mr. Andre ,vs told me (now 1 and my whole connection
with that
will try to quote his words as accurdepartment was due to Mr. Dwight.
as
will
my memory
permit) that Mr. Andrews and Governor Mills.
ately
Mr. Theodore Itoosevelt was a mighty
(2) If my testimony seems to the
poor politician (Laughter) and 1 said, Journal to need corroboration, I have
"Mr. Andrews, why?" As a newspa- - r.inety-onletters from Mr. Andrews
per man who had worked In Washlng- - v hich I can produce if necessary.
ton I had a little bit better opinion
(3) I did not say that Mr. Rooseof Mr. Roosevelt's ability as a poli-- ' velt appointed Mr. Loeb as collector
t clan.
Mr. Andrews said: "He is a ol the port of New York. I quoted
j.rpr ro'itielnn; he sticks by his Mr. Andrews as criticising the ap- friends." and I sad "what?" "He pointment of Mr. Loeb on the ground
tticks by his friends; it weakens tha Ioeb owed the appointment to the
him," he said. "Look at the appoint-- ! friendship of Mr. Roosevelt. Any one
of
ment of Loeb in New York," he said, with a glimmering of knowledge
' Do
you think he was entitled to that New York politics is aware that it
!;reat appontment?" I presume he was Mr. Roosevelt's influence which
obtained the appointment for Mr.
meant collector at $12,000 a year.
looked aghast at Mr. Andrews
for Jioeb. In anv event It was Mr. And
rews who made this statement and
standing by his friends.
Mr. Loeb was not appointed collec- - not .1.
(4) I stated to the committee
ij
tcr of the port of New York by Presl--i
possibly be mistaken as to the
might
t
was
named for
Rosevelt, but
exact words used by Mr. Andrews. 1
that position by President Taft on cm
NOT mistaken about the incident
March 9, 1909. As one of W. H. An-- !
itself. It made a very deep impression
drews recognized characteristics has on
my mind and it was directly re- teen that of standing by his friends to Rnnnsihlo
fnr mv leaving Vow M av.
Is
the last ditch, it quite probable that ico The Jncldent took place on tne
Mr. Dunne's memory on that
Pointl8fternoon o( November 27th. 1911. on
vns likewise defective.
the train between Antonito and Santa
MR. DUNNE'S REPLY.
Fe. I am sure Mr. Andrews will reTo the above editorial Brian Boru member the occasion and my subseDunne, city editor of the New Mexi- quent depression. If he does not, I'
can, replied last night by wire, as have a certain document which may
follows:
help refresh his memory.
Santa Fe, N. M.. March 2, 1913.
(Signed) BRIAN' BORU DUNNE.
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WE KEEP IT IN STOCK.
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Easy to
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never could recite,
I cry and hesitate;
never COULD recite,
But mamma says I'm great.
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MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST

!

THE SHOE EXPERTS

CORNER PLAZA.

WHEN "BILL" RIDES WITH "WOODY"

TO-MORRO-
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